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Third Process Inverts - How and When
By R. H.

For several years, I have been interested in collecting
currency errors. As I progressed, I began to wonder
how and when certain errors occurred and how fre-
quently the same errors occur. My specialty in currency
errors is third process inverts . . . upside-down serial
numbers and signatures to those of you not familiar
with the terminology. Third process errors occur when
a sheet of partially printed currency is removed from a
stack by an inspector for a visual check and is returned
to the original stack, but inadvertently rotated 180 de-
grees from its original position. The first process in-
volves printing only the reverse of the note, while the
second process prints the border, cameo, sheet position,
and plate number on the front, all black ink items except
the signatures and series indication, so the third process
errors occur only after the completion of the first two
processes.

Although my invert collection consisted only of $1,
$5. and $100 invert notes. I knew from my own collect-
ing experience that the $10 and $20 invert notes were
known to exist. I have since learned that the $2 and
81.000 denominations with third process inverts are held
in private collections, but as yet the $50 and $500 de-
nominations have not been discovered.

According to the Treasury Department, the signatures
and series year were engraved on the plates used for
printing the face of all $1 Silver Certificates of series
1928. 1928A, 1928B, 1928C. 1928D, and 1928E, as well
as those of series 1934. These notes were printed in
sheets of 12-subjects each. Subsequent to the printing
of the faces in black, the seal and serial numbers were
overprinted on the notes in blue on sheet-fed. single-
color, typographic presses. Beginning with the 1935
series, the series year and signatures were overprinted
in black at the same time as the serial numbers and the
Treasury seal were overprinted in blue.

The overprinting of the series year and the signatures
along with the series numbers and seal on all $5, $10,
$20. $50, and $100 Federal Reserve Notes began with
the 1950 series. The same process was employed on the
$2 and $5 United States Notes and the $5 and $10 Silver
Certificates with the 1953 series.

What I had not anticipated learning came through a
chance discovery in comparing some pictures of inverts
involving $1 1935E Silver Certificates plus correspond-
ence with Nathan Goldstein II, author of the "Paper
Money Periscope" column appearing in Coin World. Mr.
Goldstein was aware of a note of this series with only
the signatures and series year inverted. I. however, dis-
covered that the 1935E series $1 Silver Certificate exists
with a total of three different varieties of third process
inverts:

1. Complete third process invert

2. Serial numbers and Treasury seal only inverted
(signatures and series year normal)

Rockholt

3. Signatures and series year only inverted (serial
numbers and Treasury seal normal)

So far, there are an equal number of notes known to
exist of each of these varieties.

Courtesy Hobby Sales, Minneapolis

Type 1, complete third process invert

Courtesy Theodore Kemm

Type 2, serial numbers and Treasury seal
inverted

Courtesy Nathan Goldstein II

Type 3, signatures and series year inverted

Correspondence with Michael L. Plant, Superintendent,
Management Services, Division of the Bureau of En-
graving and Printing, indicates that during April 1952,
a decision was made in the Bureau to study the feasi-
bility of printing currency in 18-subject sheet size
instead of the 12-subject size. This procedure was
adopted for the production of $1 notes, and steps were
taken to adapt the process to include all classes and
denominations.

However, it was found that the overprinting presses
then in use could not be modified to handle the larger
sized sheets, and it was necessary for a new rotary,
typographic press to be designed for use by the Bureau.
Since it was anticipated that these presses would not be
available until early in 1954, it was expedient to utilize
other means by which the notes could be overprinted.
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Accordingly, two single-color, flatbed presses which
were already installed in the Bureau were put into serv-
ice in September 1952, another in October 1952, and
two others in July and September 1953, respectively, to
perform the overprinting operation. Production on the
first four of these presses was terminated during the
latter part of January 1954, while the fifth was continued
in production as late as March 28, 1954. Production
from the single-color presses also was supplemented by
the acquisition of seven two-color, flatbed presses late in
1952 and the early part of 1953.

The use of the single-color, flatbed presses required
each of the overprinting operations to be performed in
separate press runs, thereby requiring a fourth process
to overprint either the signature and series year or the
serial numbers and Treasury seal—whichever process
remained unfinished at that time.

Mr. Plant also indicates that a small portion of the
1935D series $1 Silver Certificates were overprinted
utilizing the fourth overprint process. However, no in-
verts other than complete third process inverts are known
to me to exist in this series. The remaining portion of
notes of series 1935E and subsequent series 1935F,
1935G. and 1935H were printed on the new two-color,
typographic presses.

If your collection includes any third or fourth process
inverts in any series or denomination, I invite your
correspondence.

New SPMC Obsolete
Currency Book

Texas Obsolete Notes and Scrip
By Bob Medlar

Here we have a complete, painstaking coverage of
Texas obsolete currency—bank notes, Republic of Texas
issues, city, county and private scrip, and Treasury
Notes of the Civil War era. It is a handsome bound
volume of 204 glossy pages (81/2x11) with 240 full-
size illustrations. Texas scrip notes are generally rare,
and few collectors can hope to have anywhere near a
complete collection, so this book will be extremely valu-
able to them as a reference. Rarities are indicated for
each note and prices indicated for each rarity. This
book will be valued by collectors, dealers and historians.
It should be in every public library and historical
society in Texas.

This is the second book of a series sponsored by the
Society of Paper Money Collectors which eventually will
provide a catalog of all American obsolete currency
other than Colonials, Continentals and Confederates,
which are adequately covered in other references. The
Texas book is priced at $6.00 to members of SPMC and
is obtainable from J. Roy Pennell, Jr., Box 3005,
Anderson. South Carolina 29621. The first book of this
series, Florida Obsolete Notes and Scrip by Harley L.

Freeman, is still available from Mr. Pennell at a mem-
ber's price of $4.00. The regular retail prices are
$10.50 for Texas and $5.00 for Florida.

GEORGE W. WAIT

Looking at Literature
"National Bank Notes, Series of 1929", by Peter
Huntoon, P. 0. Box 4051, Tucson, Arizona 85717; a
chapter out of the Standard Handbook of Modern United
States Paper Money, second edition, available Spring
1969 for $1.00.

The author of the chapter on small size National Bank
Notes has done a nice job of bringing together the basic
information surrounding the 1929 series of National
Bank Notes. He covers, briefly, the basic items found
on all small size nationals, how they were printed, how
they were issued, and the different block combinations
that can be found within the series. His comments on
sleepers and under-rated states bring to light his findings
as a dealer in National Bank Notes.

The author has made a further breakdown of the
usual rarity table by states that is found in most cur-
rency books dealing with National Bank Notes. He
gives a separate rarity figure for large towns and small
towns within each state. This emphasizes the point that
notes on small towns are scarcer than notes on large
towns within the same state.

Next is found a realistic listing of suggested values for
all denominations, $5 through $100, in both type one
and type two for each rarity level, one through eight.
Prices are given for two different conditions, VG-F and
C. U. The inclusion of a price for notes in VG-F will
he welcomed by the "average" collector. The illustra-
tions are excellent and will give the collectors of this
series a chance to see a note or two that is seldom seen.

The final section of the chapter deals with a phase
of collecting that is just starting to be explored. It
deals with the different sizes and styles of type used by
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to imprint the
hank title, the city, and the state on the face of the small
size National Bank Notes. This section should bring
about a more detailed study of the 1929 series of
nationals which has been somewhat neglected for years.
The author has included illustrations of the different
sizes and styles of type that have come to light so far.
This will aid collectors in categorizing their notes. Also
included is a suggested price increase for the different
sizes and styles of type. Time will undoubtedly add
further information to this phase of collecting 1929
National Bank Notes. The author is to be commended
for opening this new area to the general collector and
for a job well done.

I would heartily recommend the purchase of this book
by anyone interested in small size National Bank Notes.

LOUIS VAN BELKUM

(Continued on Page 50)
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